Individual assignments:

1. Edit your own homepage.
   Please visit your cybermates' pages.... many included their favorite links and their picture.
   Real cool!!! Those who have not created their home pages yet, please do so. Remember this is a virtual community, and we all want to 'know' our students and mates.

2. Sentence Rewriting (based on the common errors gathered in the students’ first paragraph writing). Answer Key with comments.

3. What is a Sentence and exercises. Explanation provided. Answer Key available.

4. Sentence Rearranging. Answer Key available.

5. Simple Present and Present Continuous (Reinforcement Exercises).
   Ask appropriate questions for the answers given:
   Example: ____________________?
   My name is Vera.
   The question should be What is your name?


7. Questions and answers – Game-like activity: a way for the students to know each other and to read what their mates’ interests are. (Answers based on the homepages and on the chat session).

8. Review quiz (based on what students have learned during the course)
   Name: Keep tuned!
   Type: multiple choice.
9. Subject and verb agreement exercise. Explanation provided. Answer Key available.

10. Mixed verbs (reinforcement exercises).

11. What is your learning style?
   As a reading assignment, I suggest that you visit Catherine Jester’s page and take the 32 multiple choice survey quiz. By submitting your answers, you will automatically find out what your learning style is.
   Go to http://www.metamath.com//multiple/multiple_choice_questions.cgi
   Then take notes of any new word and check the meaning in the dictionary.
   Finally answer the following question: What is your learning style? How much does knowing your learning style help you in your studies? Post your answer in the Discussion Forum – Writing Room.

12. Puzzle -- Classroom Objects.

13. Puzzle II (curiosity/motivation)
   Mr Brond has as many cows on his farm as Mr. Wood has, they have the same number. Mr. Wood has three cows more than Mrs Forest has on his. Mr. Grave hasn’t as many cows as Mr. Forest. Which of the four farmers has the fewest cows?

14. Questionnaire II. (See Apêndice E)

   **In the Discussion Forum:**
   15. English is easy to learn. (First paragraph writing).


17. What does success mean to you?

18. My first experience at Blackboard

19. Learning Online

20. Grammar Trouble shooting

21. How I relate with others

22. English Grammar

23. Chat (observations)

24. Proverb

25. First students’ feedback

26. Learn who you are working with
27. Find out what your mates’ impression of the chat session was.

28. Query

29. Puzzle (masculine from feminine)
Grammar: In English we form the feminine from the masculine. E.g.:

    poet....poetess
    god......godess
    actor....actress

There are only two cases in which the masculine seems to be formed from the feminine. Do you know which these two nouns are? Come on!!! Revise nouns...go over the list of masculines and feminines!!! :-))